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Let’s play a little game: try to guess the
correct version of the logo.

Keep track of your score!











































How did you do?

And how did the group do?



This is the epistemic model we’re thinking in.
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Note that in the epistemic model it’s possible for
all voters to vote for the wrong alternative.

Unlike the other view of voting, in which the correct
alternative is whatever the people want.



We work in a setting where an odd number of agents vote
on two alternatives, one of which is correct.

Each agent has a specific competence, which is the
probability of voting for the correct alternative.



we assume n is odd so as not
to worry about ties

i's guess of the right answer

probability that i getsthe right answer

we write profiles as words: (a, a, b, a, ...)  ⇾ aaba...

NOTATION



I want to make some assumptions.
CONDORCET



ASSUMPTIONS



I claim that under these conditions, the majority tends to get it right!
C O N D O R C E T



We want to understand the probability that the majority opinion is correct:



Computing the probability of a correct majority decision becomes more and
more involved as the number of agents grows.

But let's start simple.



by the Equal
Competence assumption
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by the Competence
assumption

THREE VOTERS

by the EqualCompetenceassumption



FIVE VOTERS



ANY ODD NUMBER OF VOTERS



CONDORCET
By the croissants of my ancestors: I claim that the larger the group, the more accurate

it is!

And that in the limit, groups are infallible.

Provided there are no dumdums and people make their minds up independently.



THE CONDORCET JURY THEOREM (CJT)
THEOREM



How do we prove this?

For one, it's easier to keep track of things using random variables.
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The variables, may I humbly point out, are called
Bernoulli variables.

JACOB BERNOULLI



To prove that larger groups get better, we derive a recurrence
relation for the accuracy of a group of n voters in terms of the

accuracy of a group of n - 2 voters.



Take n = 5.
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Separate the first two voters, and let’s
count the ways of obtaining a correct
majority.

If the first two voters are wrong, the
remaining three have to be correct.

If exactly one of the first two voters is
correct (which can happen in two ways), at
least two of the remaining voters have to be
correct.

If both of the first two voters are correct, at
least one of the remaining voters has to be
correct.

The probability of a correct majority is thus:

FIVE VOTERS & A CORRECT MAJORITY



The general version of this recurrence looks as follows.



PROOF OF CLAIM 1: LARGER GROUPS HAVE BETTER ACCURACY



PROOF OF CLAIM 2: THE GROUP IS BETTER THAN ITS MEMBERS



Claim 3, i.e., that in the limit accuracy is 1, follows from The Law of Large
Numbers.



JACOB BERNOULLI
The intuition for the law of large numbers is as

follows.

Say we have random variables that take value
1 with probability 0.02, and 0 with probability

0.98.

The expected value of such a variable is 0.02.

Now, if we sample a million such variables
independently, then we'd expect around 2%

(i.e., 20000) of them  to have value 1.

More to the point, we'd expect the average
over many samples to be around 0.02.

The sample mean approaches the expected
value, i.e., the 'true', theoretical mean.



This probably explains what happened at the Plymouth county fair!
THE OX



Suppose farmers’ guesses are distributed
like this:



Suppose farmers’ guesses are distributed
like this:



Suppose farmers’ guesses are distributed
like this:

Then we’re likely to see the approximately
800-size sample approximate this.



With the Condorcet Jury Theorem, we
expect a small bias for the truth to lead to
more votes for the correct alternative.
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THE WEAK LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS

THEOREM



PROOF OF CLAIM 3: IN THE LIMIT, ACCURACY IS PERFECT



Let's sum up.



CONDORCET
Groups are better than their members.

The larger the group, the better.

In the limit, performance is perfect.
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Interestingly, actual juries don’t operate at all according to the
conditions of the Condorcet Jury Theorem.



Interestingly, actual juries don’t operate at all according to the
conditions of the Condorcet Jury Theorem.

How do actual juries work, by the way?


